vBound 4.0.1 – Release Notes
Release Date: 6/26/14
Enhancements
Feature/Function
Inquiry
Export Book

Backup Reminder
Transfer On-Hand
Reports
Bound Book List

Description
Updated interface to expand criteria options, including all ‘Address’ fields as
required by ATF Ruling 2013-5.
Added a function to export all acquisition and disposition records for the
current book to an ASCII text file. Typically used for ATF upon discontinuance
of an FFL.
Added a daily backup reminder feature. This reminder can be turned on or
off by a user login with Administration permission.
Added ability to transfer all the on-hand items from one book to a different
book. Disposes in the old book and acquires in the items in the new book.
Modified Acquisition List and Disposition List to be the same format.
Added ability to double-click a book to open it.

Bugs/Fixes
Feature/Function
Application
Application
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Inquiry

Inquiry
New Book

Import List
Reprints
eBound Import
eBound Import

Description
Various modifications to fix spelling errors, improve the look of a form/report,
change wording, etc.
The use of the apostrophe (‘) in some data fields caused errors. (e.g. FFL
Name). Resolved in all applicable areas, including data entry and Inquiry.
The Acquisition form would only allow edits to the Serial Number or
Manufacturer/Importer, and not the other Firearm fields on the Acquisition.
During Acquisition, when selecting a firearm from the Master Firearm List, the
‘Description’ would not be populated.
The Acquisition Completed dialog was not displaying upon the save of an
Acquisition.
In the Correct/Void process, if the FFL or Customer listing was used to repopulate the disposition name and address, an error dialog appeared stating
you needed to enter a value for Disposition Address 2.
Inquiry Detail report displayed the disposition name incorrectly as “Last
Middle Last”, corrected to “First Middle Last”
Program did not limit the characters user could enter into various data fields,
and if exceeded, would give a non-descript generic dialog. Fixed for both a
new book or creating a new book from eBound data.
Error generated if user clicked <Browse> button before entering a file format.
Firearms Disposition selection displayed dispositions from all books rather
than just the current book.
Modified conversion so that if a Vendor in eBound does not have an FFL#, it
will be ignored and not cause the entire conversion to fail.
Modified conversion to handle invalid dates.
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